
Baseline CLEP testing procedure 

 

1. Use the test from the CLEP Official Study Guide by CollegeBoard or 

the recommended baseline exam for DSST exams.  Use the answer 

sheet on the next page.   

  

2. Do not use any books or other resources for the practice exam.  Set 

a timer for 90 minutes.  You will probably finish in less time, but if the 

timer rings before you are done, mark where you were when the 

timer rang and complete the test noting how long it took you to 

complete the rest of the test. 

 

3. Always fill in an answer even if it is a complete guess.  You never 

know just how much background knowledge about the subject you 

may actually have. 

 

4. If you are making an educated guess by eliminating one or more of 

the answer choices, but you are not absolutely certain of your 

answer, put a ? mark in the column to the right of your answer. 

 

5. If you have not covered the topic, or have no clue what the answer 

is, put NC in the column to the right of your answer. 

 

6. You may correct your test yourself, but DO NOT look back at the 

questions as you will be using this test later to measure your progress 

after you spend time preparing for your exam. 

 

7. Have your parent go over the test questions and see if they can 

determine specific topics that you missed more than others.  This will 

help you focus your studies on the areas which need further study. 

 

8. Send your score, time and analysis of topics that need further study 

to me for further recommendations on how best to prepare for the 

actual exam.  

 

  



YOUR NAME:       DATE: 

NAME OF TEST: 
Question # Answer ? or NC  Question # Answer ? or NC 

1    32   

2    33   

3    34   

4    35   

5    36   

6    37   

7    38   

8    39   

9    40   

10    41   

11    42   

12    43   

13    44   

14    45   

15    46   

16    47   

17    48   

18    49   

19    50   

20    51   

21    52   

22    53   

23    54   

24    55   

24    56   

26    57   

27    58   

28    59   

29    60   

30    61   

31    62   

10.  



Question # Answer ? or NC  Question # Answer ? or NC 

63    94   

64    95   

65    96   

66    97   

67    98   

68    99   

69    100   

70    101   

71    102   

72    103   

73    104   

74    105   

75    106   

76    107   

77    108   

78    109   

79    110   

80    111   

81    112   

82    113   

83    114   

84    115   

85    116   

86    117   

87    118   

88    119   

89    120   

90    121   

91    122   

92    123   

93    124   

 


